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Abstract: The huge expans ion in the s ize of internet and the appearance of various  types  of malicious

attack and the in s u ffic iency of traditional security tools  like antivirus  conduct to the development of

intrus ion detection sys tems  or IDS. Since current IDSs  a re  s ignature based they s til are unable to

detect new forms  of attacks  even if these attacks  are s lightly deriv e d  from known ones . So, recent

researches  concentrate on developing new techniques, algorithms  and IDSs  that use inteligent methods .

In this  paper some anomaly detection engines  have been propo s e d based on K-NN, K-Means

Clus tering (KMC) algo rithms. Firs tly, by applying information theory measures , network connection

features  were ranked according t o  t heir importance in detecting attack classes  like DOS, R2L, U2R,

and PROBE. This  ranking s trongly helped in selecting only the mos t important  fe a t u re s  and by

consequent decreasing dramaticaly the computation complexit y  and eliminating the noise resultant of

irrelevant features . Secondly, some anomaly Intrus ion Detection models  approaches  were propo s e d

depending on features  selection, k-NN a n d  k-means  clus tering. These approaches  proved their

efficiency, where the detection rate was  more than 92% and was  better than other approaches

especialy in detecting dangerous  attacks  like R2L and U2R. 
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INTRODUCTION

W ith the increas ing creativity of attackers , the development of totaly effective security tools  is  imposs ible.

Indeed Current security tools  like antivirus  are now not sufficient to perform the ins titute security integrity.

The need to accurately detect malicious  intrus ions  has  arisen and intrus ion detection is  a n  in c re as ingly

important technology that monitors  network traffic and recognize ilegal use, mis u s e  of computer sys tems , and

malicious  attack to computer sys tems .

The difference between security products  an d  intrus ion detection sys tems  is  that the latter needs  more

inteligence. They mus t analyse al gathered information and deduce useful results .

IDSs  are either s ignature based or anomaly based. Most of current IDSs  are s ignature based, in which they

search in the captu re d  t ra ffic  o r lo g  files  for a s ignature and send an alarm. This  is  s imilar to antivirus  work

methodology.

Anomaly based IDSs  measure the dev ia t io n  in behavior of normal sys tem s tate, and then sends  an alarm

if the deviation exceeds  a certain threshold.

Bes ides , IDS can b e  c la s s ifie d  as  Network IDS (NIDS) or hos t based IDS (HIDS). NIDS deals  with

network traffic while HIDS deals  with computer sys tem logs  and cals .

A. Information Theory Concepts:

According to Athanas ios  and Pillai (2002), the heuris tic interpretation of entropy, the number H(U) entropy

of partition U is  a measure of our uncertainty about the event Ai of t h e  p a rt it io n  U prior to the performance

of the underlying exp e rime n t . If the experiment is  performed and the results  concerning Ai become known,

the unce rt a in ty is  removed. W e can say that the experiment provides  information about the event Ai equal to

the entropy of their partition.

i� En t ropy measure: For a random variable X with n outcomes  {x: i= 1,n}, the Shannon entropy, a  me a s u re

of uncertainty and denoted by H(X), is  defined as :
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i iW here p(x) is  the probability mass  function of outcome x.

� Conditional entropy: The conditional of X assuming Y is  measured by:

iW here P (Y) �0, NX is  the elements  X  of X and 

H(X|Y) is  the uncertainty about U in the subsequence of trials  in which M occurs .

� If Y is  partitioned into NY partition then

� Mutual information (important): is  measured by: 

I(X,Y) = H(X) - H(X|Y)

I(X,Y) = H(Y) - H(Y|X)

From the above relation we  s e e  t h a t  mutual information can be interpreted as  "the amount of decreas ing

in uncertainty about X when Y is  given"

Mutual information is  "Information about X contained in Y" Or "Information about Y contained in X"

B.K-NN Algorithm:

In pattern recognition, the k-neares t neighbor's  algorithm (K-NN) is  a s imple method for class ifying objects

based on closes t training examples  in the feature space.

The k-neares t neighbors  a lgorithm is  a s imple machine learning algorithms . An object is  class ified by a

majority vote of its  neighbors . k is  a pos itive integer, t ypicaly smal. If k =1, then the object is  s imply ass igned

to the class  of its  neares t neighbor.

The k-neares t neighbors  are determined according to a dis tance funct ion like the Euclidian dis tance. To

determine neighbors  of an object, we calculate the dis tances  from this  object to the whole points  in a reference

data. Then we sort these dis tances  in an ascending order and selec t top k points , these are caled k-neares t

neighbors .

C. K-means Clustering Algorithm:

The k-means  algorith m t a kes  the input parameter, k, and partitions  a set of n objects  into k clus ters . Each

clus ter h a s  a  center which is  the mean value of the objects  in a clus ter, this  mean value can be viewed as  the

clus ter’s  centroïd or center of gravity. T h e  use of clus tering is  that ins tead of dealing with al objects  in

clus ters , we can jus t deal with clus ter's  centroïds . This  reduces  very much the complexity. Fig. 1 shows the

KMC algorithm.
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Fig. 1: K-means  clus tering algorithm

II. Background of Similar Work:

In Middlemiss  a n d  Dic k p a per (2002), the authors  have implemented a s imple genetic algorithm which

evolves  weights  for the features  of the data set. Then k-neares t neighbor class ifier was  used for the fitness

fu n c t io n  o f t h e  GA  a s  wel as  to evaluate the performance of the new weighted feature set. The main aim of

work was  to rank features  according to there importance. The results  provided an increase in intrus ion detection

accuracy.

Liwe i Ku a n g (2007), proposed a Dependable Network Intrus ion Detection Sys tem (DNIDS) based on th e

Combined

Strangeness  and Isolation measure K-Neares t Neighbor (CSIKNN) algorithm. The intrus ion detection

alg o rit h m analyzes  different characteris tics  of network data by employing two measures: s trangeness  and

isolation. But in general the K-NN s til needs  intens ive computations .

The Unsupervised A n o ma ly  Detection Using an Optimized K-Neares t Neighbors  Algorithm can work

without the need for mass ive sets  of pre-labeled training data. The author discussed the creation of such a

sys tem that uses  a k-neares t neighbors  algorithm to detect anomalies  in network connections , as  wel as  the

optimization necessary to make the algorithm fe a s ib le for a real-world sys tem. The drawback of this  approach

is  that the detection rates  and false pos itive rates  were not good as  other approaches .

Xiao et al. (2005) present an a p proach that uses  information theory and genetic algorithms  to detect

a b n o rma l network behaviors . The information theory was  used to determine the mos t relevant features  to t h e

d e t e c tion operation. A smal number of network features  are closely identified with network attacks . Howev e r,

the approach cons iders  only discrete features  and ignored other features  which are very important like duration,

source and des tination bytes .

A.M and A.S (2008) proposed a technique of combining K-Means  clus tering and genetic algorithm to IDS.

The training data has  been clus tere d  in t o  2-clus ters  before feeding the initial population hoping that data wil

be divided into norma l a n d  a bnormal clus ters . There were no declared experiment results  but the author

concluded that his  approach detected known and unknown and the results  were not good for some runs .

III.KDD99 Data Sets Description:

The KDD99 dataset is  now the benchmark for training, t e s ting and evaluating learning IDSs , so it is  bas ic

for IDS developers .

A. KDD99 Dataset Description:

The dataset was  used for the Third International Knowledge Discovery a n d  Da ta Mining Tools

Competition, which was  held in conjunction wit h  KDD-99, the Fifth International Conference on Knowledge
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Discovery and Data Mining. The competition task was  to build a network intrus ion detector, a predictive model

or a class ifier that c a n  t e l what are "bad'' connections , caled intrus ions  or attacks , and what are "good'', caled

normal connections .

Lincoln Labs  set up an environment to acquire nine weeks  of raw TCP dump data  for a local-area network

(LA N) s imu la t ing a typical U.S. Air Force LAN. They operated the LAN as  if it were a true Air Forc e

environment, and inserted multiple attacks . These attacks  fal into four main categories :

� DOS: denial-of-service, e.g. syn flood.

� R2L: unauthorized access  from a remote machine, e.g. guess ing password;

� U2R: unauthorized access  to local super user (root) privileges , e.g., various  "buffer overflow'' attacks ;

� Probing: surveilance and other probing, e.g., port scanning.

T h e KDD99 datasets  is  composed of records  that are caled connections . Each connection has  41 feature s

and a label which indicates  the attack name. The label is  supported only for the train in g dataset. Fig. 2 shows

these features .

Fig. 2: The 41 connections  features  for KDD99 dataset

The KDD99 datasets  are divided into three parts :

� Ful training dataset which has  4898431 labeled records  and is  used for training purposes .

� 10% training dataset which has  494021 labeled records . Since the ful dataset is  huge an IDS developer

can train his  IDS on jus t 10% of the ful dataset.

� Tes ting dataset. It has  311029 unlabeled connections . Table I shows the dis tribution of these connections .

Table I: Distribution of Attack Classes

Class 10% KDD T raining Dataset Full T raining Dataset T esting Dataset

normal 97278 19.69% 972781 19.86% 60593 19.48%

DoS 391458 79.24% 3883370 79.28% 229853 73.90%

Probe 4107 0.83% 41102 0.84% 4166 1.34%

R2L 1126 0.23% 1126 0.02% 16347 5.26%

U2R 52 0.01% 52 0.001% 70 0.02%

B. Attack Types Distribution:

In the folowing, Table II shows the known and unknown a t t a c ks  in  b oth training and tes ting KDD99

datasets .

Table II: Known and Unknown Attacks in T raining and T esting Datasets

Class Known Attacks (in training + testing data sets) unknown Attacks (in testing data set)

DoS back, land, neptune (syn flood), pod (ping of death), apache2, mailbomb, processtable, udpstorm

smurf, teardrop

R2L ftp_write, guess_passwd, imap, multihop, phf, spy, httptunnel, n am e,  s en d m ail, snmpguess, worm,xlock,

warezclient, warezmaster  xsnoop

U2R buffer overflow, loadmodule, perl, rootkit ps, sqlattack, xterm

PROBE ipsweep, nmap, portsweep, satan mscan, saint.
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IV. Features Selection:

Indeed it is  very important to reduce the number of features  b y  selecting the mos t important ones . For

example in the problem of des igning an inteligent intrus ion detec t io n  s y s t e m, developers  are exposed to deal

with the KDD99 data sets , the training data set contains  about 5 milion connection records , e ach record

c o n t a in s  41 features . So it is  time consuming to train the sys tem cons idering al features . But if we  c o u ld

reduce the number of featu re s  for example to 8 features  we wil decrease very much the amount of huge

computations .

Our approach wil employ the information theory to sort the mos t important features .

Indeed it is  thought that data set space can be divided into:

� Broadly 2 main classes : Normal & Attack.

� Or more precisely 5 classes : Normal, DoS, R2L, U2R, Probe

So the dataset space can be described by the folowing random variables :

X: the decis ion random variable. Its  s tate space is  {Normal, DOS, U2R, R2L, and Probe}

Y: The connection feature random variable. Indeed there are 41 independent random variables  like

Protocol_ type� Y = Y  = {ICMP, TCP, UDP}

land� Y = Y  = {0, 1}

Now to extract the imp o rt ance of a connection feature (ex. ptotocol_type), one can calculate "the amount

of information about X (normal connection or DOS or R2L or U2R o r Probe) contained in Y (connection

feature ex. protocol_type)"

Indeed the previous  s tatement is  exactly the mutual Information (Athana s io s  Papoulis  and S. Unnikrishna

Pillai, 2002) of X and Y that are explained in I-A.

A. Case Study: Information about Attacks  Contained In Protocol_Type Feature:

The folowing, is  a c a s e  s t u d y  e xample to give an explanation about how to calculate mutual information

for X {normal, Attack} and Y{UDP,TCP,ICMP}.

Step1: we calculate the dis tribution of connections  of X and Y us ing the KDD99 training Ful dataset as  shown

in Table III.

Table III: Conn# According to Protocol_type and T raffic Class

X random variable

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Normal DoS R2L U2R PROBE T otal

Yprotocol_type

ICMP 12763 2808150 0 0 12632 2833545

T CP 768670 1074241 1126 49 26512 1870598

UDP 191348 979 0 3 1958 194288

T OT AL 972781 3883370 1126 52 41102 4898431

Then we calculate the probability dis tribution of these connections  as  shown in Table IV.

In Table IV, The upper probability value in italic is  the intersection probability P(X, Y). The lower

probability value is  the conditional probability P (X|Y) = P(X,Y) / P(Y).

Table IV: Probability and Conditional Probability of X and Y=yprotocol_type

X random variable

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Pnormal PDoS PR2L PU2R PPROBE P(Y)

Yprotocol_type r.v

PICMP 0.0026 0.5733 0 0 0.0026

0.0045 0.9910 0 0 0.0045 0.5785

PT CP 0.1569 0.2193 0.0002 1.0003E-05 0.0054

0.4109 0.5743 0.0006 2.6195E-05 0.0142 0.3819

PUDP 0.0390 0.0002 0 6.1244E-07 0.0004

0.984 0.0050 0 1.5441E-05 0.0101 0.0396

P(X) 0.6140 0.3581 0.0008 3.6811E-05 0.0270

Step2: Let's  calculate the entropy H(X) of X which means  the uncertainty of X (normal or attack)
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where  

H(X) = -0.614 log (0.614) - 0.3851 log (0.3851) = 0.9622

Step3: Let's  calculat e the conditional entropy H(X, connection feature) of X which means  the uncertainty of

X (normal or attack) given that the connection feature is  protocol_type.

H(X|Yprotocol_type)=P(icmp){H(normal|icmp)+H(attack |icmp )}+p(tcp) {H(normal|tcp)+H (attack|tcp)}+P (udp)

{H(nor mal |udp) +H(attack |udp)}

H (normal |icmp) =-p (normal |icmp) log P (normal |icmp)

H(X |protocol_type) = 0.5785 {-0.0045 log (0.0045) -0.9955

log (0.9955)} +0.3819 {-0.4109 log (0.41092)-0.5891 log

(0.5891)} +0.0397{-0.9849 log (0.9849) - 0.0151 log (0.0151)} = 0.4016

So the Uncertainty decreased from 0.9622 to 0.4016 when

protocol_type is  introduced

Step4: calculating the mutual information of X and Y

I(X, Y) =H(X)– H(X|protocol_type) =0.9622-0.4016 = 0.5606

So 0.5606 is  the amount of information about X {normal or attack} contained in protocol_type

In  t h e same way one can get the I(X,Y=Yprotocol_type) for X={DoS, Others}, {R2L, Others}, {U2R,

Others}, {PROBE, Others}.

B. All Features Ranking:

In case s tudy we have s tudied the role of protocol_type feature in class ifying a connection into one of the

following classes  {Normal, DoS, U2R, R2L, and PROBE}. Now we have to generalize previous  calculation

for the 41 features . So  T a b le  III, T able IV and mutual measures  I(X,Yfi) will be recalculated 41 times . The

resulting calculations  will be organized in a table like Table V.

Table V: Mutual Information T able

Feature Normal /attack DoS/Others R2L/Others U2R/others probe/others

duration 0.052897 .0577 0.004084 0.0008 0.0014

Protocol_type 0.304063 .3046 0.003147 0.00013 0.00180

Service 0.570986 .5999 0.014867 0.00079 0.0341

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

. . . . . .

For each column we sort descending in which  we  wil get ranking of features  according to each attack

class . W e subs titute the feature name with its  number according to Fig. 2 and we wil obtain Table VI.

C. Data Preprocessing And Normalization:

Each record in the KDD99 data sets  contains  41 features  that belong to different ra n g e  v a lues  as  shown

in the example in Table VII.

So normaliza t io n  is  needed to put al features  in a homogenous  values  space. The folowing normalization

measure is  sugges ted:

 

i i� W here I(X,Yf )  is  the mutual informa t io n  c o n t ained feature f  (or amount of information about attack

icontained in f )

i� Max (F ) is  the maximu m v a lu e of the feature fi in the complete KDD99 training dataset (4898431

connections) and is  defined as  the folowing:
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Table VI: Mutual Information Based Importance Measure

Normal/attack DoS/Others R2L/Others U2R/others probe/others

5 5 5 6 35

23 23 3 5 3

3 3 23 1 5

6 6 33 3 27

36 24 24 14 33

12 12 6 10 40

24 36 10 13 30

2 32 32 17 24

32 2 37 32 34

37 37 12 33 4

33 33 22 23 25

35 35 1 24 37

31 34 2 12 38

34 31 35 16 29

29 30 34 2 41

30 38 39 41 23

39 29 38 36 28

38 39 40 35 32

26 25 4 37 31

25 26 11 40 6

4 4 29 18 2

1 1 30 29 12

41 41 26 34 36

40 40 41 39 1

10 27 25 25 39

16 10 36 4 26

28 28 31 30 10

19 22 28 38 13

13 16 17 27 8

27 19 13 26 22

17 13 16 9 16

8 17 14 11 19

22 8 19 31 17

18 11 27 19 11

15 14 9 28 14

11 18 18 8 18

14 15 15 22 7

9 9 8 7 15

7 7 7 15 9

20 20 20 20 20

21 21 21 21 21

Table VII: Features Values Differences

Featurename (f I) T ype Values example Max

duration continous 565,255 58329

dst_bytes Continous 125454,45454 1309937401

same_srv_rate continous 0.23, 0.65 1

Protocol_type Discrete, text tcp, icmp, udp ×

Flag Discrete, text SF, REJ, S1 ×

i 0If f  W  then we take the maximum over the complete data set.

i iIf f  =0 then Max(F )=1

iIf f  is  text like protocol_type, flag, service then we sort feature values  in ascendin g  order according to

their probability dis tribut io n s , t h e n  we ass ign serial numbers  to them from 1 to las t value. After then we

normalize according to relation before. The next example shows how to normalize text features .

Ex. Normalizing Protocol_type Feature: 

Table VIII shows h o w t o  n o rma lize text values  by sorting in descending order then numbering and then

dividing by max value.

In previous  example textual features  are not only normalized between [0,1] b u t  a re  given importance

weight according to their dis tribution in the KDD connections  so:
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i j fi fjf  is  more important than f  � (  YXI  ) I(X, Y  )
Table VIII: Protocol_type Feature Normalization

iProtocol_type records sorting Numbering Dividing by max f'

ICMP 2833545   UDP 1 1/3 0.1013

T CP 1870598 T CP 2 2/3 0.2027

UDP 194288 ICMP 3 3/3 0.3041

Al KDD99 or other traffic wil be passed now t h ro u g h  the "Normalization & Preprocess ing Unit" as

proposed in Fig 3. The output wil be cons idered the new KDD99 dataset.

Fig. 3: Normalization & preprocess ing unit

V. KNN Based Anomaly Ids:

In this  section some anomaly models  wil be  in t ro duced, al these and other models  wil be evaluated

according to performance measures .

A.lgorithm Performance Measures:

To evaluate how much the detection algorithm is  good, the folowing measures  mu s t be calculated (indeed

FPR, DR, and NDR are the mos t important ones):

� TP (True Pos itive): Number of connections  that were correctly class ified as  Attack.

� TN (True Negative): Number of connections  that were correctly class ified as  Normal.

� FP (False Pos itive): Number of normal connections  that were class ified as  Attack.

� FN (False Negative): Number of attack connections  that were class ified as  Normal.

   TN

� TPR = DR: Detection Rate= ))))))))

TP + FN

� NDR : Detection Rate of new attacks

nb of Newcorrectly detected attacks

NDR=  ))))))))))))))))))))))))))

number of all newattack

Since the KDD99 tes ting dataset contains  new attacks  that were not included in the training data set. NDR

can be said as  "algorithm cleverness".

TN

� TNR: True Negative Rate = ))))))))

TN + FN

TP+TN

� CR :Class ification Rate  = ))))))))))))

       s izeof data set

   FP

� FPR: False Pos itive Rate = ))))))))))))

FP + TN

   FN

� FNR: False Negative Rate = ))))))))))))

FN + TP
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B.K-NN Detection Algorithm:

Fig. 4 shows how to use K-NN algorithm to class ify the KDD99 tes ting dataset us ing the 1 0%KDD99

training dataset as  reference. 

Fig. 4: K-NN algorithm to class ify the KDD99 dataset

W here the dis tance function is  cons idered the Euclidian dis tance.

 

C. Experimental Results For SF-KNN Algorithm:

Since this  K-NN will be applied on a few selected features , it will be called SF-KNN:

The algorithm wil try to detect attacks  in the  t e s t  d a t a . The tes t data contains  a total of 38 attack types ;

of which 14 are new (i.e. the algorithms  were not trained with ins tances  of these attack types).

Fig. 5 shows a block representation of the whole detection operation us ing SF-KNN

Fig. 5: SF-KNN detection operation

Four experiments  have been applied us ing random samples  from the tra ining dataset, and then the

parameters  found have been applied to the tes ting data set. Four experiments  have been executed.

1) Experiment 1: Using Top 8 Features  to Select Bes t K for SF-KNN

The K-NN algorithm was  run for K=1, 3, 5, 7. For every value of K th e  algorithm was  run to s tudy the

effect of network features  on anomaly detection.

Firs t runs  were executed us ing the al 41 network connection features  (blind run or not clever run).

Next runs  we selected the mos t top 8 import a n t  fe a tures  for every attack class  as  ranked according to mutual

information measure in Table. T h e s e s  features  are: duration, service, s rc_bytes , ds t_bytes , count, rerror_rate,

ds t_hos t_srv_count, ds t_hos t_dif_srv_rate.

The result s  o f a p plying this  algorithm on the tes ting data set emphas ized the experiments  results  applied

on the training dataset. These results  are ilus trated in Table IX.
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Table IX:  Performance Measures for K=5 (BEST  K)

CLASSES Size Detected DR NDR

Normal 60593 59384 98.00% x

DOS 229853 222784 96.92% 3.98%

R2L 16347 1320 8.07% 0.13%

U2R 70 23 32.86% 32.26%

Probe 4166 3894 93.47% 88.54%

T OT AL DR =91.05% NDR=9.97% CR=92.40% FP=2% FN=8.95%

2) Experiment 2: the efect of features  selection on the detection accuracy:

The K-NN experiment was  firs t executed on a random sample from the training data set giving bes t results

for the top 8 features  then the same experiment was  perfo rme d  on the tes t data set. The experiment performed

on the tes t data set emphas ized our decis ion to select top 8 features . The KDD99 tes t data set contains  311029

c o n n e c tion records  and 70 U2R attack with 31 new attack connections  (ps , xterm, sqlattack). Table  X s h o ws

the results  of this  experiment.

Table X: the Effect of Features Selection on Detecting U2r Attack

U2Rfeatures T P FN New DR % NDR % New detected New not deteced

Full 41features 35 35 14 50% 45.16% ps, xterm sqlattack

6,5,1,3,14,10

,13,17,32,33 49 21 25 70% 80.65% ps, xterm, sqlattack -

6,5,1,3,14,

10,13,17 51 19 26 72.86% 83.87% ps, xterm, sqlattack -

6,5,1,3,

14,10,13 50 20 25 71.43% 80.65% ps, xterm, sqlattac -

6,5,1,3 27 43 14 38.57% 41.16% ps, xterm sqlattack

One can notice that us ing al parameters  (features ) of the problem wil not improve the solu t io n  b ut wil

cause a noise to the problem of detection.

So  o n e can conclude that not every feature of traffic data is  relevant to the intrus ion detection t a s k a n d

by consequent adding more features  may cause negative effect to the detection task so it is  very imp o rtant to

select the mos t important features  ins tead of al ones .

3) Experiment 3: Probe features  and detection sys tem prototype:

This  experiment trie s  to calculate the performance measures  for PROBE attack. The 5-NN detection

algorithm was  executed on the KDD99 tes t data set which contains  311029 conn ection records  and 4166 probe

attack with 1789 new attack connections  (mscan, saint). Firs tly, the experiment was  performe d  o n  a random

sample of the training data set founding that us ing top 4 feature s  is  better that us ing top 8 features , this  was

realy approved when This  experiment was  reapplied on the tes ting data set as  ilus trated in Table XI.

Table XI: Probe Attack Performance Measures

PROBE features T P FN new attacks DR NDR New detected

35,3,5,27, 33,40,30,24 3252 914 1320 78.06% 73.78% all

35,3,5,27 4146 20 1776 99.52% 99.27% all

One can see that us ing 4 features  is  better than 8 features  to detect probe attacks . Bes ides  a high detection

rate for old and new attacks  was  obtained.

4) Experiment4: R2L features  and detection sys tem prototype:

The 5-NN detection algorithm was  executed on the KDD99 tes ting dat a s e t  wh ich contains  311029

connection records  a n d  16347 R2L attacks  with 10354 new attack connections  (named, sendmail, xlock,

xsnoop, httptunnel, snmpgetattack, snmpguess  and worm). Table XII shows  the experiment results .

Table XII: U2R Attack Performance Measures

R2L features T P FN New attacks DR NDR New detected

5,3,23,33,

24,6,10,32 1306 15041 20 8.68% 0.19% all

From the exp e rime n t  o n e  c an see that the DR and NDR is  very low, the explanation of this  is  that when

Remote hacker tries  to attack and hack a local user, he wil create a legal environment so the attacker seems

a s  a  le g a l local user. Fig. 6 is  an example of normal and U2R connections , one can see that they are very

close to each other and by consequent this  R2L connection is  very hard to be detected.
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Fig. 6: Normal and R2L attacks  are so s imilar

D. SF-5NN Anomaly IDS Architecture:

According to results  of experiment 1, 2, 3, and 4 that are summarized in Table XIII o n e  c a n  p ro p o se the

folowing anomaly intrus ion detection sys tem architecture (Fig. 7) which is  based on 5-NN algorithm

Fig. 7: Anomaly IDS based on 5-NN algorithm

• Sys tem Purpose: The sys tem analyses  one s ingle connection or a LOG resultant of sniffing network traffic

b y  T CPDUM P and then tel for each connection in the record if there is  an attack. The sys tem c a n  a ls o

be caled as  LOG ANALYSER.

• Sys tem Description: Our IDS cons is ts  of three main units :

o Initializer: this  unit prepares  captured network traffic to t h e  De tection Engine Unit where it wil process

and normalize data as  seen before in paragraph IV-D.

o 5-NN detection engine: this  unit cons is ts  of four subunits  to detect attack classes  as  ilus t ra t e d  in  T a ble

XIII
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Table XIII: Connection Features Adopted in Our Ids

DoS detection subunit Probe detection Subunit U2R detection Subunit R2L detection Subunit

1,3,5,6,23,27,33,35 35,3,5,27 6,5,1,3,14,10,13,17 5,3,23,33, 24,6,10,32

DoS subunit analyses  every connection record to detect attacks  according to DOS_ fe atures , the result of

the analyses  (DOS, U2R, R2L, and Probe) wil be send to the appropriate subunit in the colector. No rmal

class ified records  wil not send to Normal collector.

Next s tep is  to send al normal c la s s ifie d  DOS records  to Probe Unit to detect more attacks  according

probe feature s , the result wil be treated s imilarly to previous  s tep. Res t traffic wil be send to U2R unit then

R2L detection unit. The res t t ra ffic  re s u ltant of R2L detection unit wil be class ified by our sys tem as  normal.

• Reporter: cons is ts  of two main units , the colector and the info rme r. The colector colects  each connection

a c c o rd ing to their class ification and passes  them to the informer which sends  alarm to the user when the

connection is  an attack, the attack may b e  la b e le d  a c cording to its  class ification. Of course this

class ification may not be accurate as  explained.

� False Pos itive: Th e  c o n n e c t io n  is  class ified as  an attack while it is  normal so the IDS assessment is  not

correct.

� True pos itive with correct class ification : T h e  connection is  an attack and class ified properly. For example

the connection is  U2R and class ified as  U2R so the IDS assessment is  perfect.

� True Pos itive but miss  class ification: The connection is  an attack and c la s s ified as  another type of attack

For example, the connection is  U2R but class ified as  PROBE so the IDS assessment is  not good.

E. Proposed IDS Performance Measures:

In previo u s  each module was  tes ted separately (DOS, U2R, R2L, and Probe). Now we wil run our

anomaly IDS described in Table XIII and Fig. 7 o n  t h e  KDD99 tes t dataset. Table XIV shows the results  that

have been found. Also Table XV presents  a comparison between us ing common features  for al attacks  classes

and us ing selected features  for each class .

Table XIV: SF-KNN Anomaly Ids Performance Mesures

CLASSES Size Detected DR NDR

Normal 60593 59384 98.00% x

DOS 229853 222978 97.01% 5.86%

R2L 16347 1306 7.99% 0.19%

U2R 70 54 77.14% 87.10%

Probe 4166 4155 99.74% 99.55%

T OT AL DR =91.24% NDR=11.81% CR=92.56% FP=2% FNR=8.76%

Table XV: Comparison of Experiment1results and Sf-5nn Anomaly Ids

CLASSES T op 8 common features SF-5NNAnomaly IDS

NORMAL 98.00% 98.00%

DOS 96.92% 97.01%

PROBE 93.47% 99.74%

R2L 8.07% 7.99%

U2R 32.86% 77.14%

One can see that detection rates  when us ing different selected features  for each attack class  is  better than

us ing common selected features  for al classes . Obvious ly, This  procedure improved Probe and U2R attacks .

The proposed "SF-5NN anomaly IDS" has  detected al types  of known and unknown attacks  except "phf" attack

from the known group and "mailbomb" from the unknown attack.

F. Sus-knn Anomal Ids:

SUS KNN or SUSpect with KNN is  the same of our 5NN based IDS with folowing difference:

� K-NN: compares  the tes t connection with the K neares t neighbors  in the training data and the decis ion

is  taken according the majority

� SUS-KNN: compares  the tes t connection with the K neares t neighbors  in the t ra ining set, if there is  at

leas t one attack the connection wil be class ified as  an attack.

This  method wil cause more false alarms  s o  it  ma y be res tricted on serious  attacks  like U2R and R2L.

Table XVI compares  between the two anomaly IDSs.
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Table XVI: Comparison Between Sf-5nn and Sus-5nn

CLASSES SF-5NN SUS-5NN

------------------------------------------ ------------------------------------------

DR % NDR % DR% NDR %

NORMAL 98 - 95.43 -

DOS 97.01 5.86 97.14 7.77

R2L 7.99 0.19 10.08 0.81

U2R 77.14 87.10 91.43 96.77

PROBE 99.74 99.55 99.86 99.78

T OT AL %

T PR 91.24 91.50

T NR 98.00 98.35

CR 92.56 92.84

FPR 2.00 4.58

FNR 8.76 8.50

A seen in the table, the detection rate o f U2R attack was  seriously increased when adopting SUS-5NN

strategy. A little impro vement was  done on detecting R2L attack and others , but the false pos itive rate was

sorrowfuly doubled.

G. Advantages and Disadvant. of the SF-5NN Anomaly. IDS:

Advantages

� Since it is  essentialy based on 5NN algorithm it Easy to es tablish

� It provides  us  with an excelent detection rate for Normal connections  and PROBE, DOS attacks .

� It can be eas ily converted to SUS-KNN wh ich in turn improves  the detection rates  but increases  the false

pos itive rate.

Disadvantages

� Time consuming, s inc e  a c h  unclass ified connection mus t be compared with 494021 labeled connection to

get the 5-NN.

� The detection rate of R2L attack is  low.

� Needs  to normalization and preprocess ing work.

� It wil be biased towards  training set.

VI. K-means Clustering Based Anomaly Ids:

Since, In KNN based IDSs , each connection must be compared wit h  494021 records  to determine its

class ification, it can be proposed to use k-means  clus tering algorithm with K-NN to reduce the complexity (see

Fig.8). For this  there are two propos itions .

• Method1: partitioning the reference training d a t a  (KDD99 10% train set = 494021 record) into k primitive

clus ters , hoping that homogenous  connections  wil be grouped and compacted together.

Th e  p u rpose of us ing k-means  algorithm is  to subs titute the huge training data with clus ters  centroïds

which wil decrease dramaticaly the K-NN complexity. So ins tead of comparing an unclas s ified connection with

494021 records  to find the K-NN, we compare it with clus ters  centroïds . It is  obvious  that for more number

of clus ters  one wil have better class ification, but more computation. Fig. 9 shows the detectio n  p rocess  us ing

SF-KNN and K-means  algorithm by clus tering the t ra in in g  d ata set. An experiment was  executed cons idering

this  method and the results  were not so bad (Table XVII).

• M e t h o d 2: the same technique can be applied by clus tering the unclass ified dataset (logfile = captured

traffic) into N clus ters  and then each c lu s t e r c e n troïd mus t be class ified according to its  K neares t

neighbors  in the training dataset. If the centroïd is  class ified as  an attack then al the clu s t e r me mbers  wil

be cons idered as  an attack. Fig. 10 shows the detection process  us ing SFKNN and K-means  algorithm by

clus tering the tes ting data set. An experiment was  executed cons idering this  method. The results  found

were better than method 1 (Table XVII).

Table XVII: Detection Rates Using "Sf-5nn Anomaly Ids" with Clustering T raining and T esting Datasets

Clusters CR (training set) CR (testing set) reduction in execution time

10 74.03 % 91.11 % 0.00002024 *T ime SF-KNN

34 81.56 % 91.27 % 0.00006882 *T ime SF-KNN

118 81.72 % 91.34 % 0.00023886 *T ime SF-KNN
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Fig. 8: Clus tering leads  to reduction in complexity reference to SF-5NN

Fig. 9: Anoma ly  d e t e ction us ing k-means  algorithm to reduce the SF-KNN complexity - Clus tering the

reference (training) dataset

The  d is tance function adopted in both methods  uses  only top common 8 features  (duration, service,

s rc_bytes , ds t_bytes , count, rerror_rate, ds t_hos t_srv_count, ds t_hos t_diff_s rv_rate).

VII. Comparing Approches and Gathering All Anomaly Models:

Comparing Approaches:

Table XVIII and Fig. 11 show a  c o mp a ris o n  between our approaches  and others  (Chi-Ho Tsang, Sam

Kwong, 2005):

Fig. 11 shows that o u r a p p ro a ches  are of the bes t approaches  especialy for detecting U2R and Probe

attacks .

Also our approach is  much better than other 5-NN based algorithm.

A draw back of our K-NN based sys tems  is  that they are s low (al K-NN based algorithm are s low), so

it is  better to use them as  LOG ANALYSER.
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Fig. 10: Anomaly detection us ing k-means  a lg o rithm to reduce the SF-KNN complexity - Clus tering the

Testing (log file) dataset

Table XVIII: Comparing Our Approach to Design Anomaly  Ids with Other's
Our Anomaly  IDS s Other's IDSs

CLASS Top 8 SF-5NN SUS-5NN (118 (118 Other Runner RSS- MOGF- PN CTree C5 C4. SVM Cup
common ANOMAL ANOMAL CLUSTER CLUSTER 5-NN up of DSS [11] IDS [9] rule [12]  [5] 5 winner
features Y IDS Y IDS of trainingset) of testing set) KDD [10] [13]

NORMAL 98.00 98 95.43 CR CR 95.89 99.4 96.5 98.36 99.5 92.78 99.5 98.38 97.99 99.5 
DOS 96.92 97.01 97.14 97.00 97.5 99.7 97.20 96.9 98.91 97.1 96.99 97.56 97.10
R2L 8.07 7.99 10.08 = = 6.90 7.3 31.2 11.01 7.3 7.41 8.4 1.45 3.55 8.40
U2R 32.86 77.14 91.43 14.91 11.8 76.3 15.79 11.8 88.13 13.2 14.47 10.09 13.20

PROBE 93.47 99.74 99.86 81.72 91.34 81.61 84.5 86.8 88.6 84.5 50.35 83.3 81.88 81.61 83.30

Fig. 11: Detection Rate Comparison

Gathering All Anomaly Models:

Al previous  approaches  (our approaches  + others ) can be programmed into one package which may

b e caled "Anomaly IDS package" as  shown in Fig.12a. Then it is  up to the user to select one an o ma ly

detection method

Then to pos ition the "Anomaly IDS package", there are two poss ibilities :

� Standalone: put the package immediately on the network. Of course we need firs tly:

� sniffer or TCPDUMP software

� tcpdump_to_kdd99 function to convert formats .
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� After a s ignature based IDS like SNORT. In t h is  Case SNORT or other wil alarm for bad s ignatures

and then the res ident traffic which is  class ified as  normal wil be send to tcpdump_to_kdd99 transformer

an then processed by "Anomaly IDS package".

Fig. 12b. Shows an ilus tration of these two poss ibilities

Fig. 12: Anomaly IDS Package" and its  pos itioning

VIII. Comclusion and Future Work:

A. Conclusion:

By applying the information theory measures  like entropy and mutual information, the 41 co n n e c tion

features  were ranked after normalization process  according to each attack class . This  ranking alows  decreas ing

the computing complexity by selecting the mos t important features  fo r each attack class . Features  selection

proved that they dramaticaly decreased the detection speed without affecting the detection rates . Bes ides  it was

proved that running some detectio n  mo d els  like SF-5NN and SUS-5NN us ing few selected features  is  more

effective than runn in g  it  with the ful 41 features . This  is  because some features  are not relevant to the

detection task and may cause noise. Later t wo  d e t e c t io n engines  based on bes t selected features  and K-NN

algorithm were proposed, SF-KNN and SUS-KNN. These engines  provided a g o o d  c la s s ification rates  equals

to 92.56%, 92.84% and false pos itive rates  2%, 4.52% respectively.

The proposed models  were better t h a n  ma n y other approaches  like traditional 5-NN, C4.5, C5 and cup

winner especially in detecting dangerous  attacks  like U2R and R2L. Bes ides , these models  could d e t e c t  a ll

types  of known and unknown attacks  types  except "phf" and "mailbomb" attacks . 

T h e drawback of SF-KNN and SUS-KNN is  their computation complexity. K-means  clus tering algorit h m

was  used to c lu s t e r e it h e r the training dataset or the tes ting dataset The detection rates  found were 81.56%

when clus tering the reference dataset (training) into 34 clus ters  and 91.11% when clus tering the tes ting dataset

into 10 clus ters . The detection rates  are less  than before but when clus tering the detection times  were reduced

by 14530, 49407 times  for training dataset s  and tes ting dataset respectively. In spite of this  decrementing in

process ing time, the previous  mode ls  s t ill ineffective if  used in real-time but are good if used as  off-line LOG

analyzers .

A package called "Anomaly IDS p a c ka g e "  was proposed to detect anomaly in network traffic. This

package gathers  all IDSs  proposed in the paper a n d  o thers . It functions  s tandalone or with a traditional

s ignature based IDS like SNORT. Finally, one can see t h at all previous  models  are modularized so that new

learning algorithms  are easy to be added in  a n d  t e s t ed or even inserted as  a new module. This  well suits  the

dynamics  in the research world. 
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B. Future Work:

Many recommendations  can be proposed for the future work like:

• Put and tes t all previous  models  in the real world.

• To make the previous  models  as  general as  poss ible, the training data set mu s t  b e  as  variant as  much as

poss ible.

A propos ition may be:

o Bes ides  the KDD99, training us ing the Supelec TCPdump dataset (30GB s ize, TCP: 1173654;  UDP:

3254160; ICMP: 224245)

o Train and tes t the previous  models  on web server logs  which cons is t has  a lot of URL reques t information.

Those logs  have more text content than the binary logs  captured by TCPDUMP.

• Building a tes t in g  s ys tem s imilar to the s imulated network that generated KDD99 data set. The tes ting

sys tem can be used to: 

o generate new forms of attacks  extracted from different dis tributions

o Tes t the previous  LOG ANALYSERS models

• Since the detection engines  in the paper are modular. One can propose importing other's  s u c c e ss ful

approaches  and insert them as  new modules  in the detection engine.

• all these mo d e ls  n e e d  a  lot of time in the analys ing or training process , one can propose us ing more

developed infras tructure. A s u g g e s t io n of this  infras tructure is  us ing Microsoft Computing Clus ter. This

technique enables  to group many computers  as  one clus ter and then the training process  could be s tarted

on this  clus ter
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